VERSION# - Check the software version of the phone.
STATUS# - Gives the current status of the connection.
URL# - Returns a map link of current GPS position. (May not work if phone is indoors)
FACTORY# - Restores phone to factory settings and erases all data on phone.
SOSALM,OFF# - Disables SOS button.
SOSALM,ON# - Enable SOS Button.
SOSALM# - Gives the current status of the SOS button settings.
RESET# - Remotely restart phone.
FN# - show the current programmed family numbers.
SOS# - Shows the current programmed SOS numbers.
WN# - Shows the current programmed phonebook numbers
CALLMODE# - Shows the current ringer setting
CALLMODE,A# - Allows you to remotely change the ringer settings (A=1,2 or 3)
CALLMODE,1# - Vibrate Only
CALLMODE,2# - Ring and Vibrate
CALLMODE,3# - Silent Mode
GPSON# - Activated the GPS receiver for 5 minutes
GPSON,T# - Replace the T with any number between 5 and 300 to activate the GPS receiver for the
selected number of minutes (This uses a lot of battery power and may not work indoors because the
phone cannot “see” the satellites)
BATALM,ON,1# - Sends a text to the SOS numbers when battery is low.
BATALM,OFF# - Turns off low battery text alerts.
BATALM# - Tells you the current battery alarm setting.
PWRONALM,ON,1# - Sends a text to the SOS numbers when the phone is turned on.
PWROFFALM,ON,1# - Sends a text to the SOS numbers when the phone is turned off.
FAMILY,OFF# - Allows any number to call the phone.
FAMILY,ON# - Allows only programmed numbers to call the phone.
FAMILY# - Tells you the current family mode status.
FAMILYSMS,OFF# - Allows any number to text the phone.

FAMILYSMS,ON# - Allows only programmed numbers to text the phone.
SHUTDOWN# - Turns the phone off remotely.
MONITOR# - The phone will call you back with the screen and earpiece disabled so you can listen in
to their surroundings.

VERSION V06
Released June 11th, 2019
1.

You can now add up to 15 phone numbers into the Phonebook in the SECURE TRACKER
interface. Previous versions did not always accept all 15 numbers.

2.

You can now change how long the screen stays on by sending a command via text message
from one of the programmed SOS numbers to your GPS tracker phone. The command and
duration in seconds are listed below.
SETSLPTIME,15# - the screen will stay on for 15 seconds.
SETSLPTIME,30# - the screen will stay on for 30 seconds.
SETSLPTIME,60# - the screen will stay on for 1 minute.
SETSLPTIME,120# - the screen will stay on for 2 minutes.
SETSLPTIME,300# - the screen will stay on for 5 minutes.

3.

You can send the command CALLBACK# via text message to your GPS tracker phone from
one of the programmed SOS numbers and the phone will initiate a two way call with the
number that sent the text message.

What's New
VERSION V07
Released July 22nd, 2019
1.

CALLBACK# automatically answers the phone with the speaker on so the recipient can
easily hear the caller.

2.

LOCKSCREEN mode locks the phone so the touchscreen display and the 1, 2 and 3 buttons
do not function. The SOS button still works and the phone will still receive incoming calls. When
in this mode the screen will display a little lock icon in the bottom right hand corner of the
screen. This feature can be enabled and disabled using the command LOCKSCREEN,ON#
and LOCKSCREEN,OFF#. The command LOCKSCREEN# will reply back with the current
setting.

3.

The time to place a call using the 1, 2, 3 and SOS buttons has been reduced to 2.5 seconds.
Previously you had to hold down the button for 4.5 seconds to initiate a call.

4.

You can now enable the speakerphone so that all incoming and outgoing calls are initiated
with the speaker on. You can turn this ON/OFF in Settings -> Speaker. You can also set this
mode via text message with the command SPEAKER,ON# or SPEAKER,OFF#. SPEAKER#
will reply back with the current setting.

5.

The earpiece volume can now be adjusted from the phone in Settings -> Sound. Previously
the only way to adjust this setting was to send a text message.

6.

A new feature called EZMODE has been added which allows you to lock the touchscreen. In
this mode the screen will still turn on but it only shows the clock screen. The 1, 2, 3 and SOS
buttons function normally and the phone can receive calls as well. When in this mode the word
EZMODE is displayed in the bottom right hand corner of the screen. This feature can be
enabled and disabled using the commands EZMODE,ON# and EZMODE,OFF#. The command
EZMODE# will reply back with the current setting.

